Hollywood’s Secret for

Long Lovely Lashes
You may have wondered how everyone in Hollywood seems to have such
beautiful lashes. Well the secret’s out. Eyelash extensions have been on
the market for decades, but now more than ever women have added this
procedure to their beauty routine. A defined full lashline gives the youthful
appearance of rested eyes, and cuts down the amount of time it takes to
do your makeup. Patricia Gregory started out in Massachusettes as a hair
stylist and caught on to the eyelash extension craze years before it ever
became mainstream. Patricia has been a lash stylist for well over 30 years.
When lash extensions first came onto the scene, the technique was not as
precise and meticulous as it is today. But it is this highly detailed
technique of today that Patricia excels in, and absolutely loves it with a
passion, which truly shows in the work she does, and every client experiences.
In this creative process, Patricia uses synthetic silky and shiny lashes of
different lengths, thickness, and shapes to a achieve the most natural and beautiful
eyelashes to complement your look and style. Patricia will also blend a few colors
in the application process, such as auburns, golden honey or even violet lashes, to
make your eyes really pop. Your eyelashes will truly become a work of art!
Patricia, as a good lash stylist should, is dedicated to perfection and personally
invests herself to enhancing your eyes, whether it’s a dramatic or a subtle natural
look you are going for. She caters to women of all ages, especially ladies whose
lashes are very short, thin or appear barely there. But she also can make healthy
lashes look even fuller and thicker.
It’s crucial to find a lash stylist that has experience. Properly applied eyelash
extensions do not cause damage to natural lashes. Unqualified professionals or
cheap work can and will damage the eyelashes. If a technician speeds through
the process, or glues a synthetic lash to a group of your natural lashes, when the
eyelash extension is ready to come off it pulls out all the lashes that it was glued
to. When this happens it leaves the client with only a third of their natural lashes
that they had started with. This improper application and careless adhesion of
eyelash extensions will also cause discomfort and pain. Patricia has seen it many
times and corrected client’s eyelash extensions taking them from 25 lashes from
the inexperienced technician to 60 lashes with her. Improper application will also
cause your natural lashes to prematurely fall out, so beware of clumping or shortcut clustering, it can lead to permanent damage over time.
Never settle for a cheap or budget job. A full set of lashes should take two to two
and a half hours, any other time frame, (like one hr or three hrs), is a big red flag
that the technician is either speeding through the process doing a cheap rough job,
or is completely inexperienced and doesn’t know what he/she is doing.
Learn more about eyelash extensions and Patricia at www.longlovelylashes.com
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“It’s my goal is to make
every woman I can look
and feel beautiful!!”
You can find Patricia at
Envision Salon in
Carlsbad, California
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